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- ping utility to compare the results of various tests - allows you to ping one or multiple IP addresses at the same time - displays
results in a multi-panel GUI - customizable with a set of options - displays results with different options such as line, area or bar
charts - shows data such as location, sent, received and lost packets, average, minimum and maximum response time - supports
different languages: English, Italian, Czech, Slovak and Ukrainian - has an excellent GUI and no technical knowledge is needed
- does not require special user privileges on Windows 7 workstations - runs smoothly on all Windows versions and does not
require special software or user privileges - the application uses fast and stable ping engine - the application leaves just a very
low footprint on system performance Colasoft SpeedTest Pro is a free speed test software. It can record speed and speed tests,
displays speed information, and provides detailed reports on IPs, DNS and other network connections. It can test the speed of: -
An IP address - A domain name server - An entire network - Local network - DSL - Cable modem - Cell phone - WiFi - VPN -
Internet - LAN - Dial-up internet connection - Email - FTP - World Wide Web - FTP - BBS - Internet cafes - Wireless -
Wireless router - Proxy - Firewall - You can save and share the test results. You can download Colasoft SpeedTest Pro from the
link provided. In the ad, Colasoft SpeedTest Pro was promoted with the following text: Colasoft SpeedTest Pro is a free speed
test utility that can record speed and speed tests, displays speed information, and provides detailed reports on IPs, DNS and
other network connections. Colasoft SpeedTest Pro Description: - Test speed of an IP address - Test speed of a domain name
server - Test speed of an entire network - Test speed of a local network - Test speed of a DSL - Test speed of a cable modem -
Test speed of a cell phone - Test speed of a WiFi - Test speed of an Internet - Test speed of a LAN - Test speed of a dial-up
internet connection - Test speed of an email - Test speed of an FTP - Test speed of a BBS - Test speed of an Internet cafe - Test
speed of

Colasoft Ping Tool

Unique, completely customizable software macro for Windows. You can easily create unlimited macros and record any actions
in them. KeyMacro allows you to add as many actions as you want to your macro, insert them directly into the text. The program
runs in the background and automatically launches when the user types the macros. The recording mode allows you to create a
macro for recording actions. In this mode, the program records your mouse and keyboard input. In this mode, the program
records your mouse and keyboard input. This feature is very convenient for those who want to make system auditing in their
work. KeyMacro automatically opens only the recording mode if the program is started by the user, however you can also open
the normal mode. The program allows you to manually execute the macros. The macros are available in two different places.
Here, you can see the list of macros in the normal mode. Here, you can see the list of macros in the normal mode. Here, you can
set the macros that you want to execute in the normal mode. Here, you can select the macro that you want to execute. In
addition, you can easily use hotkeys to execute the macros. The program allows you to save macros on the hard disk. Here, you
can export the macros to the Windows Clipboard. Here, you can export the macros to the Windows Clipboard. KEYMACRO
Features: Dynamic control of recording. Auto start mode. Recording of mouse and keyboard input. Save macros on the hard
disk. Export macros to the Windows clipboard. Update macro list. Add, remove, edit, and delete macros. Easy navigation in the
macro list. Custom macros. Supports MSAF, AutoHotKey, and JUMBOT in the macro. Options. Choose either recording or
manual mode. Choose between keyboard and mouse recordings. We have detected that your browser is not running JavaScript,
but you can take full advantage of this site by turning it back on. We have detected that your browser is not running JavaScript,
but you can take full advantage of this site by turning it back on. RAM test General Information General Information About
AllMyComputers About AllMyComputers AllMyComputers is a website that provides free & easy to use reviews &
recommendations for various products. AllMyCom 1d6a3396d6
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Colasoft Ping Tool is an advanced tool for pinging IP addresses, which is available for all Windows systems. If you often use
pinging utility, it is highly advisable to make sure that you have the appropriate infrastructure. Colasoft Ping Tool can be used to
check the availability of a device with the help of the following features: • Comparison between two IP addresses • Location •
Send and received packets • Average response time • Minimum and maximum response time It is possible to ping up to five IP
addresses at once, so you can compare their availability in just a few clicks. The ping utility allows you to identify the
geographic location of your device, as it allows you to obtain this information through the graph of Received and Sent packets.
The application doesn’t require special technical knowledge for installation, but it’s necessary to have a good understanding of
the ping utility. You can run the ping test in a very easy and user-friendly interface with the aid of the multi-panel representation
of results. You can freely switch between the three most important views by using buttons located on the left and right side.
Colasoft Ping Tool offers a variety of helpful functions, such as a filter for specific fields or a multi-tab windows, which helps
you to focus on the results that are the most important to you. Colasoft Ping Tool is a very effective ping utility, providing a low
impact on the system performance, thanks to the use of stable ping engine. As a result, you can be sure that your pinging activity
will not cause any disturbances for your device and the network in general. Ping speed results are shown on several time
intervals, providing you with more precise information about the situation. The application also offers you the opportunity to
add as many IP addresses as you wish, so you can ping your device in several locations at once. By using this application, you
can check how the IP address has been connected to the network, as you can see on the chart that shows the number of Received
and Sent packets. However, you need to understand that the location of an IP address is expressed in a graph that covers several
time intervals. However, the information that you get from this application may prove to be too little for advanced users.
Despite these minor weaknesses, Colasoft Ping Tool is an excellent ping utility with great potential and will prove to be an
integral part of any professional network. This tool is able to provide you with precise data about ping results

What's New in the?

Colasoft Ping Tool is a high-quality utility, which allows you to compare the ping results with the help of graphic charts. The
application allows you to ping one or multiple IP addresses at the same time, with a multi-panel GUI developed to show ping
session results in a well-organized environment. For example, Colasoft Ping Tool shows the ping results for each IP, displaying
data such as location, sent, received and lost packets, average, minimum and maximum response time. The chart can be further
customized by switching to a single line, an area chart or a bar, but more options are available in a dedicated configuration
screen. This screen however requires advanced technical knowledge, as it allows you to define packet size, packet TTL, ping
timeout, delay between pings, address transmitted and poll interval. What’s more important is that Colasoft Ping Tool leaves just
a very low footprint on system performance, as it uses fast and stable ping engine. The application runs smoothly on all
Windows versions and doesn’t require special user privileges on Windows 7 workstations. So, as a conclusion, Colasoft Ping
Tool is a great mix of professional tools and a user-friendly interface. Although it may seem like this application can be used by
those with more advanced technical knowledge, Colasoft Ping Tool can appeal to rookies too, with the available help section
providing a great amount of information. Features: * Compare the results between IP addresses * Powerful ping engine for
multi-series data display * Fully customizable graphical interface for ping session * More options in a dedicated configuration
screen for advanced users * User-friendly and intuitive interface * Can be used on Windows NT/XP/2003/2000/2003 and
Windows 7 $16.95 Key Features: - Comparing the results between IP addresses - Powerful ping engine for multi-series data
display - Fully customizable graphical interface for ping session - More options in a dedicated configuration screen for
advanced users - User-friendly and intuitive interface Program #: Colasoft Ping Tool Rating: Version: 5.51 License: Freeware
Language: English System Requirements: Publisher’s Description: Colasoft Ping Tool is a professional ping utility that allows
you to compare the results with the help of graphic charts. The application allows you to ping one or multiple IP addresses at the
same time, with a multi-panel GUI developed to show ping session results in a well-organized environment. For example,
Colasoft Ping Tool shows the ping results for each IP, displaying data such as location, sent, received and lost packets, average,
minimum and maximum response time. The chart can be further customized by switching to a single line, an area chart or a bar,
but more options
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System Requirements For Colasoft Ping Tool:

Windows: Windows XP, Vista or Windows 7; 64-bit compatible Windows: Windows XP, Vista or Windows 7; 64-bit
compatible Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo, AMD Athlon 64, or equivalent Intel Core 2 Duo, AMD Athlon 64, or equivalent
Memory: 2 GB 2 GB Video: Intel GMA X4500 (2GB RAM only), ATI Radeon HD 4650 or Nvidia Geforce GTX 460 (1GB
RAM only) Latest Screenshots: What's new in 1.1.1
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